
 

 

 

Platz +     
Office Furniture Collection   
Desk, Manager, Integrated Storage, Meetings 
                                        

Product Information Sheet                                                                                                                                                                                   
 

Platz+ is an understatement, designed by John Bennett, to play down its role in the office environment giving way to 

people and their daily lives as they build the character of the office with their daily tools of work, creating the character 

by themselves rather than being imposed.   

                                                                                            

 

 



Platz + Desking System 

 
 

Design Specifications 
 
Platz+ desking system is both light and strong.  The structural detailing of the frame and legs create the design 

language and makes an outstanding feature and strong character of the system. The table frame can be in powder 

coated finish, satin, polished chrome with a choice of wood finishes constructed using a 25mm thick melamine faced 

particle board that finishes with 2mm edge bending which gives this setting a feel of serenity, quality and strength. 

 

Platz + Manager 

 
Single and stand-alone furniture elements makes the 
furniture flexible and easy to use for dedicated needs 
like the office for a manager or closed office rooms. 
 
Standard Desk Size(s) in mm         

1200 – 2000L x 700 - 900W x 750H 
 
Supporting Leg Color(s) 

 

MFC Finishes (Solid & Woodgrain Colors) 

 
Workplace Tools  
Acrylic Screen Panel and Divider   
Accessory Rail with support stand 
LCD Monitor Arms  
CPU Stands                                                                
Aluminum/Plastic Stationary Trays/Pen Holders    
LED table lamps  
Flipper door 
Plugpoints Net and outlets 
Skeleton Cable Duct 
 



Integrated Storage 

 
 

The integration of storage volumes and horizontal work surfaces enables the furniture collection to build an 

interesting and simulating office space as well as responding to the contemporary needs of the workplace today.  The 

range of storage elements are freestanding, open shelves, mobile pedestal, side returns and storage cabinets.  All 

constructed with 18mm thickness melamine faced particle board and pull out drawer bottom, constructed using with a 

12mm thick melamine faced particle board. 

 
MFC properties 

Heat & Burning Resistance 
Steam Resistance 
Chemical or Stain Resistance 
Abrasion Resistance 
 
Metal Leg Properties 
Rust & Scratch Resistance 
Treated against corrosion 
 

Awards & Certifications 
Green Guard, BIFMA, FSC, PEFC 
 

Warranty 

36 months 

 

 
Platz + Meeting 

 

 
Meeting rooms have become and taken an ever more important role in the office structure and location for strategic 

planning.  Small tabled for the open space or private offices for informal café styled meetings are also available. 

 



Platz + Collective Working 
 

 
 

Bench with storage and drawer elements positioned at the end of the bench makes a nice alternative to the traditional 

use of pedestal storage. 

 
 

Multipurpose Workspace 
 
 

 
 

A furniture collection for the contemporary environment office and is more about understanding what we do and the 

way we do it rather than actually designing desks, storage and screens, it’s about looking at the daily lives of people 

working in an office, doing a job and how all that relates to the office structure and community feeling and interaction 

as a whole. Architects and planners can focus on finding solutions for different ways of working and making people 

comfortable with their office and the design language allows the furniture to blend into any kind of architecture 

without being overpowering or becoming the single focus of attention. 

 
 

                                                                                                                                                
                                                         


